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Abstract—In recent years, Small Satellite Networks (SSNs) are
attracting increasing attention due to its economical prospects and
advantages in high bandwidth and low latency. More and more
companies and organizations are planning to construct large-scale
SSNs to provide global services. In this way, the traffic pattern is
more complicated because of random transmission requirements
and stochastic packet generations/arrivals, and routing faces more
challenges due to network scale and limited resource in small satellites. Traditional satellite routing algorithms, which attempt to exploit the predictable satellite’s trajectory with time-discrete graph
models, cannot handle these challenges. In this paper, we propose a
novel Temporal Netgrid Model (TNM) to portray the time-varying
topology of large-scale SSNs. In TNM, the whole space is divided
into small cubes (i.e., netgrids) and then, satellites can be located
by netgrids instead of coordinates. By doing so, we can construct
a network topology for random traffic routing. Furthermore, an
efficient Netgrid-based Shortest Path Routing (NSR) algorithm is
proposed based on TNM; NSR attempts to find the optimal path
from source netgrid to any other reachable netgrids. In this way,
the routing complexity is significantly reduced. We also develop
a Large-scale Satellite Network Simulator (LSNS) to validate our
study. The results show that NSR achieves a significant reduction
in computational complexity as well as near-optimal routing performance in terms of end-to-end delay and packet drop rate in scenarios of large-scale SSNs compared with existing satellite routing
algorithms.
Index Terms—Large-scale small satellite networks, temporal
netgrid model, dynamic routing, computation complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, the research on Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
Small Satellite Networks (SSNs) is attracting increasing attention due to rapid growth of ubiquitous and seamless communication requirements [2]–[4]. Compared to Medium Earth
Orbit (MEO) and Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites,
LEO small satellites not only have convenience in launching and
maintenance, but also have ability to achieve higher throughput
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and shorter propagation latency [5]–[7]. Thanks to these outstanding features, the construction of SSNs are more preferred
to provide broadband service for public users. Many companies such as OneWeb/Airbus, SpaceX/Google and Samsung, are
planning to develop large-scale SSNs in order to establish a massive global broadband constellation that will provide worldwide
Internet access. According to their plan, the OneWeb system requires about 648 small satellites to be built, the SpaceX system
and Samsung system require even more than 1000 satellites and
they are foreseen to be reached by 2020 [8]–[11].
Due to the dynamic environment including satellite motion
and time-varying Inter-Satellite Links (ISLs), satellite routing
becomes more complicated than terrestrial Internet routing. Lots
of efforts on routing design have been done to achieve efficient
data delivery in satellite networks. In scheduled routing schemes,
by making full use of the periodic satellite’s trajectory, the topology can be predicted in advance to mitigate the on-board state
collection overhead. Since scheduled routing schemes usually
adopt pre-calculated topology description or pre-designed contacts such as temporal graph [12] and contact plan [13], they can
hardly reflect real-time situations in satellite networks. To overcome this shortcoming, opportunistic routing schemes have been
proposed. This kind of routing scheme utilizes dynamic link detection and collects network state information on-board [14].
However, the overhead of the network state collection is also related to the scale of the satellite network. In order to mitigate the
overhead of collection and routing process, some studies [15],
[16] adopt multi-layered satellite structure and divide satellites
into small-scale groups for large-scale satellite network. The
basic idea is to take higher layer satellites like MEO or GEO
satellites as managers who is in charge of network state collection and routing table calculation for LEO satellites. Because of
the expensive cost and longer propagation delay of higher layer
satellites, the multi-layered satellite structure is rarely considered in practical application.
Considering the highly dynamic topology variations and
stochastic packet arrivals, routing in large-scale SSNs becomes
more challenging than that in traditional satellite networks.
Therefore, aforementioned routing schemes can not be applied
in large-scale SSNs directly. First of all, due to the random traffic transmission pattern, no matter whether it is pre-calculated
topology description or pre-designed contacts in scheduled routing schemes, there exists the mismatching between scheduled
topology information and stochastic packet arrivals. The accuracy of topology description can be improved by decreasing the
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length of discrete time slot in description models like temporal
graph. But doing this also leads to a significant increase in storage, which is a bad bargain for resource-limited small satellites.
Secondly, due to high-speed motion of LEO satellites whose
orbital period is often less than 2 hours, there are frequent and
fast topology variations especially when the network consists
of hundreds or even thousands of small satellites. This highly
dynamic characteristic makes the overhead of state collection
in opportunistic schemes very enormous. As a consequence,
the massive overhead will reduce the routing performance
significantly.
Based on the discussion above, a new efficient routing scheme
for large-scale SSNs is urgently in need. To design such routing
scheme, the first and the most important step is to develop a new
topology description model for large-scale SSNs so that the benefits from the predictable and periodic satellite’s trajectory can
be exploited. Considering application scenarios of large-scale
SSNs with random traffic such as Internet access, we prefer
time-continuous description model instead of time-discrete description model. Then, an efficient and low-complexity routing
algorithm is proposed for resource-limited small satellites to calculate the optimal data delivery path. The main contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows.
1) We propose a time-continuous Temporal Netgrid Model
(TNM) to describe the time-varying topology of largescale SSNs. In TNM, we use static cubes (i.e., netgrids)
to replace coordinates of satellites. In this way, TNM can
record time-continuous topology information and only a
fixed number of netgrids need to be stored at each satellite. On the one hand, TNM has the ability to satisfy
random traffic transmission requirements thanks to its
time-continuous characteristic. On the other hand, TNM
can realize the benefits of scalability and high-efficiency
since the topology variations are only related to a fixed
number of netgrids.
2) In order to provide different accuracy of topology description in TNM, we propose a multi-layer netgrid
partition method and theoretically analyze the relationship
between the number of partition layers and the description
accuracy.
3) Based on TNM, we propose an efficient and lowcomplexity routing algorithm for resource-limited small
satellites. Since the complexity of the proposed routing
algorithm only related to the number of netgrids other
than the number of satellites, its computation complexity can be significantly reduced compared with traditional
satellite routing algorithms.
4) We evaluate the proposed routing algorithm and compare it with several existing algorithms. Simulation results
show that the proposed routing scheme can achieve a significant reduction in computation complexity as well as
near-optimal routing performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the related works about traditional routing schemes in satellite networks are discussed. In Section III, we firstly introduce our motivation for proposing TNM, then the definition and
data structure of TNM are described. After that, a multi-layer
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netgrid partition method applied in large-scale SSNs is proposed
in Section IV and a netgrid-based routing algorithm is also proposed in Section V. To evaluate the performance of our routing
scheme, simulation results are shown in Section VI. At last,
conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
Notations: In this paper, the word about “neighbor node”
means that the node can be reached directly without any
intermediate node.
II. RELATED WORK
In satellite networks, routing problem has attracted great attention and related research has been studied for many years
[2], [8]. Two kinds of routing schemes, i.e., scheduled routing
schemes and opportunistic routing schemes, are concerned in
existing studies. The former basically utilizes scheduled topology description information such as temporal graph or contact
graph. The latter adopts dynamic state collection process to acquire the topology information periodically.
Scheduled routing schemes attempt to make full use of periodic satellite trajectories and predictable topology variations.
Markus et al. [12] proposed a dynamic virtual topology routing,
which adopted off-board (i.e., offline) temporal graph calculation and on-board (i.e., online) shortest path search algorithm
to find the optimal routing path. Since traditional literatures
mainly divided the system period into equal-length snapshots
[17], Huang et al. [18] focused on the storage cost saving of
such time-discrete snapshots method and proposed an optimized
division method of the system period, which made a tradeoff between the storage cost and the system performance. The modified temporal graph proposed by Alaoui et al. [19] also tried to
reflect actual topology variations rather than equal-length partitions of time slots. Another representative scheduled routing
scheme is Contact Graph Routing (CGR), which is proposed for
delay tolerant networks as a promising routing scheme and has
been applied in satellite communications successfully [20]–[22].
The basic idea of CGR is to utilize a scheduled contact graph to
achieve the optimal routing. The performance of CGR is highly
related to the pre-scheduled contacts, and some studies on optimization of contact plan design have been done for different
situation such as mission planning [13] and fairness guarantee
[23]. It should be noted that the contact plan in CGR can hardly
be optimized without perceiving transmission requirements in
advance.
In opportunistic routing schemes, routing process based on
on-board state collection is considered. In this way, routing can
better respond to dynamic topology variations and unpredictable
link interruptions. Song et al. proposed [14] a Traffic-Lightbased Routing (TLR) for non-GEO satellite IP networks. In
TLR, each orbit had a speaker to collect un-deterministic state
information such as queuing delay and so on. The main contribution in TLR was that it would adjust the route dynamically
according to the real-time state at intermediate nodes to avoid
congestion. It has been proved that this kind of single layered
opportunistic routing schemes can achieve good performance in
load balancing and routing performance via state collection [24],
[25], but near-real-time collection process also means lots of
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TABLE I
NOTATION

Fig. 1.

overhead and high complexity. In order to make full use of multilayered satellite resources and mitigate the overhead, Akyildiz
et al. [15] proposed a Multi-layered Satellite Network (MLSN)
architecture. They introduced the concept of satellite groups to
reduce the complexity involving topology control and route decision. After that, Chen et al. [16] adopted a two-layered MLSN
and proposed Satellite Grouping and Routing Protocol (SGRP).
In SGRP, LEO satellites were divided into different groups managed by MEO satellites. Since group manager took charge in
routing table calculation and distribution, each manager would
collect state information from LEO satellites periodically. There
also exist some multi-layered routing schemes concerning on the
traffic congestion and QoS problem, etc [2], [26], [27].
Most of the existing satellite schemes use the time-discrete
graph model to describe the network topology, with the goal
to exploit benefits from the predictable and periodic satellite’s
trajectory. However, they suffer from poor performance when
on-demand routing for randomly arriving traffic is considered.
Although on-board state collection makes routing schemes adapt
to dynamic satellite network conditions, it also significantly increases routing signal overhead and computation complexity
when applied to large-scale satellite networks, especially that
consisting of resource-limited small satellites.
III. TEMPORAL NETGRID MODEL
In this section, a novel topology description model, TNM is
proposed. By using cubes (i.e., netgrids) to locate satellites instead of coordinates, TNM can provide time-continuous topology information for on-demand routing under random traffic
transmission requirements.
A. Motivation
In order to improve satellite routing performance, the predictable and periodic satellite’s trajectory is considered in TNM.

Comparison between TGM and TNM.

There are many studies on the topology description model using periodic characteristic in satellite networks. For instance,
a widely used topology description model, Temporal Graph
based Model (TGM) has been successfully applied in traditional satellite routing [12], [17], [28]. The basic idea of TGM
is to divide the system period into discrete time denoted by
{t1 , t2 , . . . , tM }. In this way, the whole topology variations in
the system period can be represented as a set of static topology graph, i.e., {G1 , G2 , ...GM } and sub-graph at tm is denoted by Gm = {Vm , Em }. An example is shown in Fig. 1(a),
where topology evolving is composed of three static topology
graphs. However, TGM can only precisely describe the topology
at a specific time. If there is a request at t ∈
/ {t1 , t2 , . . . , tM },
only static graph Gn at nearest time point tn ∈ {t1 , t2 , . . . , tM }
can be provided. Thus, time-discrete models such as TGM result in inaccurate network topology when time-continuous random traffic transmission is considered. Motivated by this fact, a
novel TNM is proposed to better utilize the periodic trajectory
and provide time-continuous topology information for routing
calculation.
B. Definition
In TNM, the first step is to divide the whole space where
satellite’s orbit exists into a number of cubes. After the space
partition, the location of each satellite in the network can
be indicated by the discrete cube (i.e., netgrid). Meanwhile, the
specific time slot that a satellite stays in each netgrid should also
be recorded. By doing so, the satellite’s trajectory can be described as a continuous time ordered set of discrete netgrids. A
two-dimensional example is shown in Fig. 1(b) where the space
is divided into 4 static netgrids denoted by Cx,y . Along with the
time evolving, the relationship between satellite nodes and netgrids are varying. In Fig. 1(b), t1 and t2 represent the moment
that v1 enters C2,1 (i.e., leaves C1,1 ) and enters C2,2 (i.e., leaves
C2,1 ), respectively. Thus, for any given time point t ∈ (t0 , t3 ),
v1 ’s location could be obtained. For example, if we request v1 ’s
location at time t ∈ (t1 , t2 ), then C2,1 could be obtained. Note
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Fig. 2.

Specific data structure of the netgrid table stored in the satellite.

that Cartesian coordinates x, y, z of the netgrid center is adopted
to identify each netgrid in three-dimensional space.
Next, we construct a netgrid table to gather all netgrids and
give a mathematic description of each netgrid. For ease of notation, the symbol of netgrid Cx,y,z is replaced by Ci , and the
coordinate of the netgrid center x, y, z and index i share a oneto-one mapping to guarantee unique index. Let K denote the
total number of static cubes (i.e., netgrids), and Vi denote all
satellite nodes that would pass through netgrid Ci according to
their trajectory. We define a triple which includes necessary information for the netgrid table at first:
Pv,i = {v, Tv , (tev,i , tlv,i )}, v ∈ V, tev,i , tlv,i ∈ [0, Tv ].

(1)

Then each netgrid Ci in the netgrid table can be described as
Ci = {Pv,i |v ∈ Vi }, i ∈ [1, K],

(2)

where Tv represents the orbital period of satellite node v, and
v ∈ Vi indicates that v’s trajectory overlaps with the space of
netgrid Ci , i.e., satellite v will pass through Ci during time interval [tev,i , tlv,i ). Symbols tev,i and tlv,i denote the moment that
satellite v enters and leaves netgrid Ci , respectively. Due to the
periodic trajectory of satellites, each satellite will enter and leave
the same netgrid periodically. When time t expires orbital period
Tv , t can be transformed into [0, Tv ] easily by using remainder
operation (i.e., t mod Tv ).

Cm = {Pv2,i , Pv5,i , ...} and the memory address in Entry 1 and
Entry 2 indicates Cn and Ci , respectively. It needs to be emphasized that the Cartesian coordinates in netgrid Cx,y,z has been
replaced by index i in Ci for notation convenience.
Our method generates an array to store the memory address
of each netgrid and utilizes a hash operation to achieve O(1)
searching complexity. At first, netgrid index will be input into
a hash function. In order to limit the output hash value h in the
range of array address, h will execute AN D operation with the
size of array as shown in Fig. 2. Note that symbol ⊕ represents
XOR operation. In most cases, it would achieve one-to-one
mapping between each netgrid index and array entry. However,
there might exist hash value collision situation, where netgrids
with the same h would be mapped into the same array entry. In
this situation, netgrids Ci and Cm with the same h are stored as a
linked list as shown in Fig. 2. Then the complexity of searching
Ci and Cm becomes O(logNe2 ), where Ne2 denotes all netgrids
stored in Entry2 .
Before introducing the specific data in each netgrid, we give
a definition about effective netgrids at first.
Definition 1: If satellite v ∈ Vi at a given time t, neighbor
netgrids of Ci , which are totally located within the communication range of v, are defined as effective netgrids of v.
According to the definition, all satellites contained in effective
netgrids of v means that satellite v has direct ISLs with these
satellites. An intuitional example will be shown in Section IV.
For each netgrid element in the array, it contains Data (i.e., table data) and P ointer (i.e., effective netgrids pointer) as shown
in Fig. 2. In Data, to improve searching efficiency, a binary tree
storage structure is adopted. Then the searching complexity for a
particular time is O(logN ), where N denotes the average number of satellites contained in one netgrid. In P ointer, according
to the definition of effective netgrids, we can find all neighbor
satellite nodes in effective netgrids by looking up the netgrid
table for routing decision. If we assume F as the average number of effective netgrids, then the complexity of neighbor nodes
searching operation will be O(F log(N )).
IV. MULTI-LAYER NETGRID PARTITION METHOD IN
LARGE-SCALE SSNS
Since the satellite’s trajectory can be described with discrete
netgrids rather than the coordinate of satellite nodes, the topology description accuracy is determined by netgrid partition. In
this section, we propose a multi-layer netgrid partition method
and theoretically analyze the relationship between the accuracy
of topology description and the number of partition layers.

C. Data Structure
Considering resource-limited satellite environments, we design an efficient data structure for the netgrid table. Our data
structure is introduced from two aspects. One is how we map
each netgrid to each array entry, and the other is what data would
be stored inside each netgrid element.
In order to accelerate searching process in the netgrid table, we
adopt a hashmap method to allocate the memory address. Fig. 2
shows the designed data structure for the netgrid table, where

A. Netgrid Partition
The specific multi-layer partition approach is introduced at
first. Then an example is given to explain why we partition
the netgrid in this way. It should be emphasized that the multilayer partition approach is to partition the netgrid with different
size to acquire different topology description accuracy, while the
multi-layered satellite structure in previous works represents that
the network is composed of different types of satellites. Thus,
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the communication coverage in each extreme location of the
netgrid. According to our definition in Section III, effective netgrids are neighbor netgrids contained by effective coverage of
S. In Fig. 3(a), the effective coverage of S is the colorful area,
and effective netgrids of S are 9 cubes totally contained by the
effective coverage. Since all nodes contained by a netgrid has the
same overlapping area, if both satellite v1 and satellite v2 locate
inside netgrid Cx,y , they will have the same effective netgrids
and effective coverage.
B. Accuracy Analysis
Fig. 3. A simplified two-dimensional example about netgrid partition method
in different layer.

the multi-layer partition approach and the multi-layered satellite
structure are not the same at all.
Let Ll represent the side length of a cube (i.e., netgrid) in layer
l, and Ra represent the communication radius of each satellite
node. Then the side length of each netgrid in different partition
layer l should be
√
3
Ll = 2Ll+1 =
Ra , l ∈ Z,
(3)
3 · 2l
√

where L1 = 63 Ra in partition layer 1. Here, dichotomy method
based on partition layer 1 is adopted to achieve multi-layer netgrid
partition. In order to explain the reason why we choose
√
3
R
a as partition size in layer 1, a specific netgrid partition
6
example in layer 1 is shown in Fig. 3(a).
For expression convenience, the example in Fig. 3 is
shown as a two-dimensional form which can be seen as
cross-section drawing of three-dimensional netgrid, and twodimensional Cartesian coordinates Cx,y is adopted as the index of netgrids. Squares in Fig. 3 represent cubes (i.e. netgrids)
in TNM.
As we can see in Fig. 3(a), the cube in the center of netgrids
is represented by C2,2 and a satellite node S is located at one
vertex of cube C2,2 . Since the exact location of S inside the cube
is unknown according to the static netgrid, we take all vertices
of C2,2 which are S, S 1 , S 2 and S 3 into consideration, and separately draw circle (i.e., communication coverage) in the centre
of them. Then we can get an overlapping area which is shown
as colorful area in Fig. 3(a). This area represents the effective
communication coverage of S due to the fact that the exact location of S inside C2,2 is unknown. In this way, no matter where
exact S is inside C2,2 , we can assure that all satellite nodes located in neighbor cubes, which are inside the overlapping area,
are in the communication coverage of S. To achieve this effect, all neighbor cubes of satellite S must be located inside the
overlapping area as shown in Fig. 3(a), then the side length
of
√
three-dimensional netgrid should be less than or equal to 63 Ra
√
in three-dimensional space. That is why we choose L1 = 63 Ra
as partition layer 1.
Based on the example in Fig. 3, we define effective coverage of satellite S inside netgrid C2,2 as the overlapping area of

According to the above description, our method can not find
satellite nodes outside the overlapping area, which brings the loss
of the description accuracy. To measure this sacrifice, a definition
about the netgrid description accuracy is given in the follows.
Considering the three-dimensional space in reality, the volume
of effective netgrids and the volume of the effective coverage are
assumed to be Vlcubes and Vlol , respectively.
Definition 2: Netgrid description accuracy ηl in layer l is
defined as the ratio between the volume of effective netgrids and
V cubes
the volume of communication coverage, i.e., ηl = 4lπR3 .
a
3
Next, we discuss about the description accuracy in different
partition layer. It is worth emphasizing that three-dimensional
netgrid partition is considered in our discussion. Compared to
the actual communication coverage of S, which is drawn by red
circle, the partition method in Fig. 3(a) sacrifices the description
accuracy too much as effective netgrids of S is much smaller
than the actual communication coverage of S. If we reduce the
size of each netgrid in Fig. 3(a), the size of effective netgrids
will increase and become closer to the actual communication
coverage of S. Fig. 3(b) shows the netgrid partition method in
layer 2, where L2 = L21 , and more effective netgrids located inside the effective coverage. It is worth noting that the topology
information in TNM is obtained by looking up the netgrid table.
Along with the increase of effective netgrids in higher partition
layer, the cost of lookup table method is also rising. Considering resource-limited satellite environments, a tradeoff should
be considered between the description accuracy and the cost of
looking up the netgrid table. Our simulation results in Section VI
show that netgrid partition in layer 2 can achieve near-optimal
routing performance.
Given the side length Ll of each netgrid in Equation (3),
liml→∞ Ll → 0 should be satisfied. Thus, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 1: In multi-layer netgrid partition method, when
l → ∞, the volume of each netgrid in layer l approaches zero,
and both the volume of effective netgrids Vlcubes and the volume
of the effective coverage Vlol approach the actual communication
coverage.
Proof: As shown in Fig. 3(a), the angle of θ can be calculated
by
⎡
θ = arccos ⎣3 · 2l−1 +

1
2l+2

−

1+



1+

2l+1 −1
2l

21−l · Ra

· Ra

⎤
1⎦
,
−
4
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and the side length of a can be calculated by

l+1
1 + 2 2l−1 Ra2 − 1
.
a=
2
Depending on the knowledge of solid geometry, we can calculate the volume of effective coverage in layer l by



4
θ
1
2π · πRa3 + πRb2
Vlol =
Ra2 − Rb2 − a2 − Rb2 ,
180
3
3
where Rb = Ra · sin θ. The volume of effective netgrids can be
calculated by
n=n∗

Vlcubes

=

Vln + (3L1 + L2 + · · · + Ll )3
n=1



n=n∗

=

Vln +
n=1

and the volume of cubes

Vln

2l+1 − 1
· Ra
2l

3
, l ∈ Z,
Fig. 4.

in level n is
A. Beacon Protocol

Vln = [6 · (2mn + 1)2 ] · (Ll )3 .
For a given l, there exists a equation
fl (n, mn ) =

Ra2

−





(mn + 1) ·

L2l

1
− 2 +n−
2
l


· Ll ,

and it must satisfy fl (n, mn ) > 0. Then we assume the maximum level n∗ and maximum number of cubes m∗n in level n,
they can be calculated by
m∗n = argmin[fl (n, mn )], fl (n, mn ) > 0,
∗

n = argmin[fl (n, 0)], fl (n, mn ) > 0,

(4)
(5)

where n, mn ∈ N. An example about the maximum level n∗
and m∗n in layer 2 is shown in Fig. 3(b). When l → ∞, then
n∗ → ∞. In this case, we have
lim Vlol =

l→∞

lim∗

Workflow of the beacon protocol.

l→∞,n →∞

Vlcubes =

4
π · Ra3 ,
3


which implies liml→∞ ηl = 1.
According to the proof of Proposition 1, total number of
Vlcubes
effective netgrids in layer l can be calculated by (L
3 , and
l)
the boundary of effective netgrids in each direction can also be
calculated by Equation (4) and (5).
V. NETGRID-BASED SHORTEST PATH ROUTING ALGORITHM
In this section, we focus on a status-aware netgrid-based routing algorithm. A beacon protocol is proposed at first. By collecting status of neighbor satellites periodically, satellites can adjust
routing decisions dynamically. Then, in order to achieve efficient
data delivery in large-scale SSNs, a low-complexity routing algorithm is proposed. Due to the spatial characteristic of netgrids,
each hop in the routing path actually contains multi-choice. Our
further analysis confirms the optimality and complexity reduction of the proposed algorithm.

The beacon protocol is proposed by taking into account two
factors. One is to adapt the dynamic environments in satellite networks, such as unpredictable link interruption and node failure.
The other is to diminish the influence of the accuracy sacrifice
in TNM. In short, the basic idea of the beacon protocol is to
collect status (e.g., queuing delay, transmission rate and so on)
of neighbor satellites periodically for routing decision.
In the beacon protocol, each satellite node will broadcast beacon packet periodically. When the other satellite nodes receive
the beacon packet for the first time, they will mark the sender as
an alive neighbor and save the corresponding information contained in beacon packet (e.g., broadcast period T b , transmission
rate Rb and so on). By recording the receiving time as the latest
check time, status of all alive neighbors can be updated periodically. In order to detect link interruption and node failure, alive
neighbor v will be deleted after three broadcast periods (i.e, 3Tvb )
unless a new beacon packet broadcasted by v is received. For
notation convenience, all alive neighbor nodes of satellite s will
be described as alive neighbor set Ns .
The specific workflow of the beacon protocol is shown in
Fig. 4. In the figure, v1 , v2 and v3 are neighbors with each other.
Since v3 can receive beacon packet from v1 and v2 , v1 and v2 will
be marked as an alive neighbor of v3 at t2 and t4 , respectively.
However, due to the fact that link interruption occurs between v1
and v3 during [t5 , t7 ], v3 will not be added as an alive neighbor
of v1 , and v1 will be deleted from alive neighbor list of v3 after
time t7 .
B. Routing Strategy
Based on the topology information from the netgrid table
and collected status from the beacon protocol, a Netgrid-based
Shortest-path Routing (NSR) algorithm is proposed to solve the
optimal path-finding problem. In the follows, we introduce the
details of NSR algorithm.
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1) Neighbor Nodes Check: Algorithm 2 is in charge of neighbor nodes check in initialization. At the beginning, NSR checks
that if the destination node d is an alive neighbor node of source
node s (i.e., d ∈ Ns ) in initialization phase. If d ∈ Ns , NSR algorithm will be ended and data packet D can be transmitted to
the destination directly; If d ∈
/ Ns , the corresponding netgrids
of all alive neighbor nodes in Ns will be added into source set
S ∗ . And the transmission rate Rb from s to alive neighbor node,
collected by the beacon protocol, will also be used to calculate
the transmission delay. Note that “A \ B” in Algorithm 2 represents difference set whose elements contained in set A but not
contained in set B.
2) Netgrid-Based Shortest Path Routing Algorithm: Algorithm 1 describes the main procedure of NSR algorithm, and
Algorithm 3 is in charge of maintaining priority queue Q.
After checking alive neighbor nodes in Ns , NSR will start to
search the optimal routing path. Let time ts denote route start
time, which is decided by the packet arrival time. NSR focuses
on non-empty netgrids where satellite nodes locate and NSR
only considers the network topology at time ts when the algorithm executes. Since the beacon protocol can only collect
neighbor nodes information, the transmission rate R in line 8
of Algorithm 3 is estimated. That is to say, the optimal routing
path output by NSR only outputs the estimated shortest path,
thus each intermediate node could adjust routing path according
to the real-time status of neighbor satellites.
Here, we use greedy approach to find the shortest path from
source netgrid Cs (source node s is contained by Cs ) to destination netgrid Cd (destination node d is contained by Cd ). Note
that the shortest path found by NSR is composed by netgrids.
The following demonstration process shows how our routing
algorithm can find the shortest path in a static topology.
Proposition 2: NSR routing algorithm can find the shortest
path p∗ from a given source netgrid to a given destination netgrid.
Proof: Before starting to prove, we assume δ(Cu , Cv ) represents the shortest path between netgrid Cu and netgrid Cv , and
p(Cv ) represents the estimated shortest path from source netgrid
Cs to netgrid Cv obtained by NSR algorithm. Let m denote the
number of neighbor netgrids in NCs . Then, the mathematical
induction is used in the proof:
1) At the beginning, source set S ∗ contains source netgrid Cs
and neighbor netgrids NCs . In Algorithm 2, all neighbor satellite
nodes collected from beacon packets are checked and line 9
ensures the minimum transmission time to all corresponding
neighbor netgrids of these neighbor nodes. Thus, all netgrids in
S ∗ have found the shortest path started from Cs .
2) In searching process of Algorithm 1, all available neighbor
netgrids can be obtained from the netgrid table in line 12, which
contains all reachable neighbor netgrids from netgrid C  ∈ S ∗ to
next-hop at time ts . Assuming node C ∗ is one neighbor netgrid
of C  ∈ S ∗ and its time cost is minimum in priority queue Q.
Then, C ∗ must be extracted from Q and added into source set
S ∗ at the end of first iteration in line 18 to line 20, and path
p(C ∗ ) = δ(Cs , C ∗ ) is the shortest path from Cs to C ∗ .
3) After k − 1 iterations in line 8, source set already has k + m
netgrids in S ∗ with k + m < N ∗ . We assume that the algorithm
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finds k-th netgrid Ck and path p(Ck ) has minimum time cost in
k-th iteration. As all netgrids in S ∗ have found the shortest path
started from Cs , i.e., p(C  ) = δ(Cs , C  ) for C  ∈ S ∗ . If p(Ck ) =
δ(Cs , Ck ), there must exist at least one netgrid that is not included
by S ∗ in the shortest path δ(Cs , Ck ). Let Cf represent the first
netgrid that is not included by S ∗ in the shortest path δ(Cs , Ck ),
then the time cost of ps (Cf ) and the time cost of ps (Ck ) must
have relationship:
time[p(Cf )] ≤ time[p(Ck )] < time[δ(Cs , Ck )].
Thus we obtain a contradiction from the assumption that node
Ck has minimum time cost among all nodes from source node Cs .
In this case, the path p(Ck ) that NSR found must be the shortest

path from Cs to Ck , i.e., p(Ck ) = δ(Cs , Ck ).
It should be emphasized that the shortest path p∗ found by
NSR from Cs to Cd , is composed by netgrids. Therefore, if Cm
is an intermediate netgrid of p∗, then all satellite nodes contained in Cm can be selected as an intermediate node during the
transmission, which makes each hop in the routing path contain
multi-choice.
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path with greedy approach. There are two main operations in
the algorithm, “Extract-min” and “Relaxation”, and the typical
computation complexity is O(N 2 + E) [29].
D. Discussion
C. Complexity Analysis
The searching process in Algorithm 1 shows that the complexity of NSR is only related to the number of non-empty netgrids rather than satellites nodes. In this case, the computation
complexity of NSR is quite different from traditional routing algorithm such as Dijkstra’s Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm.
Let N n denote the average number of all non-empty netgrids
in TNM. Then the total number of executions about the loop in
line 5 of Algorithm 1 equals to N n at most. In order to obtain the
minimum value from priority queue Q in NSR, the maintenance
cost about priority queue Q for each loop in line 8 of Algorithm 3
is O(N n ), and the total number of calculations about cumulative
transmission time time(Cn ) in line 9 of Algorithm 3 is E n .
2
Consequently, the computation complexity of NSR is O(N n +
E n ), where N n ≤ N and E n ≤ E are satisfied. It is no doubt
that the value of non-empty netgrids N n is related to the netgrid
partition layer and the distribution of satellites. We assume that
N
E

Nn = W
, En = W
 , where Wl and Wl represent the overlap
l
l
factor and edge overlap factor in partition layer l, respectively.
Then Wl = NN ≥ 1 and Wl = EE ≥ 1 are also satisfied. In
n
n
this way, the computation complexity of NSR in partition layer
N 2
E
l becomes O(( W
) +W
 ).
l
l
As a comparison, Dijkstra’s SPF algorithm based on TGM is
analyzed as follows. After the calculation of topology graph at
a given time, Dijkstra’s SPF algorithm can search the shortest

In the proposed NSR algorithm, the optimal path is only considered in static topology. There is no doubt that this approach
can achieve significant complexity reduction. However, when
route time becomes long enough, the shortest path obtained from
NSR might be non-optimal. There are two reasons why we do
not consider time-varying topology in NSR. One reason is that
frequent topology variations especially in large-scale SSNs will
cause extremely high computation cost, which is a challenging
problem to resource-limited small satellites. The other reason
is that only estimated shortest path can be obtained since each
satellite only collects status of neighbor satellites, which only
provides limited performance improvement.
To complete our work, we provide a simple idea to consider all topology variations during [ts , tt ] in NSR, where tt =
ts + T T L. In specific, line 12 in Algorithm 1 is changed. That
is to say, the algorithm will search all non-empty neighbor netgrids of C  within effective netgrids during [time(C  ), tt ], where
time(C  ) is the transmission time obtained from current router
table. As neighbor netgrids of C  are static, another operation in
order to ensure there exist satellites in neighbor netgrids should
be considered. The specific searching condition is time(C  ) <
tt , then the transmission time calculation in line 8 of Algorithm 3
will be changed to time(e(C  , Cn )) = Tw (Cn ) + R(C|D|
 ,C ) +
n
Tp (e(C  , Cn )), where Tw (Cn ) represents the waiting time to
netgrid Cn and Tw (Cn ) = EnteringT ime(Cn ) − time(C  ) if
EnteringT ime(Cn ) >= time(C  ); otherwise, Tw (Cn ) = 0.
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Fig. 5.

GUI of LSNS simulator.
TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we perform a series of simulations to evaluate
the performance of the proposed routing algorithm and the efficiency of TNM compared with traditional methods. To better
support large-scale satellite network simulations, an extended
simulator is also developed. Simulation results show that our
routing scheme can approach the optimal routing performance
in partition layer 2 and achieve significant computation cost
reduction.
A. Configuration
To the best of our knowledge, most of the existing simulators
can hardly support large-scale SSNs for execution efficiency
problems and lack of satellite orbit module. Thus, an extended
simulator based on Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE),
called LSNS, is developed as an open-source project [30]. Based
on ONE, we develop a new graphical user interface, satellite
orbit module, satellite link module and event trigger to achieve
scalable satellite network simulation. The specific GUI of the
simulator is shown in Fig. 5.
In this simulation, Iridium-like constellation is adopted to construct satellite networks and the software and hardware configurations of simulation platform are: Core i3-4150 CPU, 3.50
GHz, 12G RAM, O.S. Windows 10 Professional 64 bits. The
orbit calculation model is two-body model. Since we consider
random traffic transmission situation, users’ requests in the simulation are generated randomly. We also assume that all satellites
have one omni-directional antenna, and each satellite can only
connect to one satellite at the same time. The other specific simulation parameters are shown in Table II. Comparison routing
schemes are given as follows.
r Proposed routing (NSR): NSR algorithm based on TNM
in partition layer 2 and layer 3 is performed, respectively.
NSR will be firstly executed at the source node to find the
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optimal routing path. If multi-choice satellites in the path
are unreachable, NSR will be executed at intermediate node
to find another routing path.
r TGM based Source Routing (TSR): TSR only executes
routing algorithm once when user’s data packet arrives at
the source node, and the intermediate nodes only forward
the packet by extracting the predetermined routing path
information from the packet header.
r Contact Graph Routing (CGR): CGR utilizes Dijkstra’s
SPF algorithm based on the scheduled contact plan, and it
executes routing algorithm at each intermediate node during the transmission from the source node to the destination
node.
r TGM based Brute-force Routing (TBR): TBR adopts bruteforce method based on the topology information of TGM
to find the optimal routing path, it executes brute-force algorithm at each intermediate node during the transmission.
r Earliest Arrival Space Routing (EASR): As our proposed
routing algorithm in the previous work [1], EASR also
adopts topology information provided by TNM. To justify the improvement of NSR, the EASR algorithm based
on TNM (in partition layer 3) is also implemented in the
simulation.
Note that we repeat the same simulation 10 times with different 1000 generated packets for each point in routing performance comparisons, and we plot the average value with 95%
confidence interval in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
B. Routing Performance
The performance comparison versus different packet size is
shown in Fig. 6. Since TBR utilizes brute-force calculation to
find the routing path, it always has the optimal performance
both in end-to-end delay and packet drop rate. We can see that
our routing schemes, which are NSR in partition layer 2 and
layer 3, can approach the optimal performance of TBR. In most
cases, NSR in partition layer 2 can offer similar performance
with NSR in partition layer 3, which proves our routing scheme
can achieve good performance in Iridium-like scale of satellite
network. When the packet size is exceeded 300 KB, the performance of NSR in partition layer 2 degrades compared with NSR
in partition layer 3, this is due to the fact that TNM sacrifices
more topology information with the lower number of partition
layers. In general, the performance comparison in Fig. 6 validates the effectiveness of TNM and NSR.
Since the average end-to-end delay increases as the packet
size increases, the probability of topology’s changing would be
higher while packets transmitting. For TSR scheme, it only executes the algorithm once at the source node to obtain a routing
path. Thus, if there is ISL disconnection in the routing path due
to topology variations during the transmission, TSR would wait
until ISL reconnects or TTL expires. In this case, there is no
doubt that TSR will result in bad routing performance when
the packet size becomes larger. For CGR scheme, it executes
on-board routing algorithm at each intermediate node, which
can adapt to the topology variations while packets transmitting.
Thus, the packet drop rate of CGR is steady with the increase
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison versus different packet size among five
routing schemes (No Interruption).

Fig. 7. Performance comparison versus different interruption probability
among five routing schemes (Packet Size = 150 KB).

of the packet size. However, those contacts in contact plan still
lack flexibility. During the transmission of user’s data packets,
each intermediate node need to wait for these contacts in contact
plan to set up, then the transmission can start. In this way, the
delay performance of CGR is still worse than NSR.
Considering the complex environment of the satellite network, intermittent interruptions of ISLs could be existing. Thus,
it is necessary to evaluate the ability of the proposed routing
scheme to handle this link interruption situation. We depict the
performance of all routing schemes under random ISL interruption situation as shown in Fig. 7. The result shows that, with
the increase of the interruption probability, the packet drop rate
of TBR, NSR and CGR, is more steady compared with TSR.
The reason is that these routing schemes can execute re-routing
process at intermediate nodes to obtain an alternative routing
path when interruption occurs. However, with the increase of
the interruption probability, the number of re-routing process is
rising. As a consequence, the end-to-end delay of TBR, NSR
and CGR also rises. Especially, the performance of our routing schemes, whether packet drop rate or end-to-end delay, can

still approach the optimal performance of TBR with different
interruption probability, which proves the robustness of NSR.
Since we have proposed EASR based on TNM in our previous work [1], it is necessary to make a performance comparison
between NSR and EASR. The simulation results of NSR and
EASR are shown in Fig. 8. To make the performance curves
easier to follow, solid lines in the figure represent the performance of end-to-end delay, and dotted lines with PDR label in
the figure represent the performance of packet drop rate. We
can see that NSR outperforms EASR as packet size varies in
terms of end-to-end transmission delay and packet drop rate.
The performance gap becomes more obvious with the increase
of interruption probability. The reason is described as follows.
Although EASR utilizes the topology information provided by
TNM, it searches future available neighbor nodes at each hop (as
described in line 5 of EASR algorithm [1]). Thus, EASR actually
predicts the shortest path for each packet. However, considering
time-varying network topology and unpredictable queuing time
at each intermediate node, this prediction becomes inaccurate
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Fig. 8.

Performance comparison between NSR and EASR.

and the routing path might be sub-optimal or even invalid. Particularly, interruption will further reduce the accuracy of prediction. Therefore, the increase of interruption probability leads to
rapid performance degradation in EASR, as shown in Fig. 8(b).
Different from EASR, NSR calculate the routing path at each
hop. Besides the topology information provided by TNM, NSR
also introduce the beacon protocol to collect status of neighbor
nodes for routing calculation.
Although the specific computation complexity of TNM and
TGM has been analyzed in our previous work [1], in order to
demonstrate the efficiency of NSR and TNM, the comparison of
computation cost in different network scales is made as shown
in Fig. 9. We repeat the same operation 10000 times for each
kind of computation cost in the simulator and plot the average
value with 95% confidence interval as the result for each point
in Fig. 8. At first, the topology computation cost about TGM
and TNM are depicted in Fig. 9(a). Here, co , which represents
the overhead of single distance judgement in TGM, is set as the
unit. As we expected, the topology computation cost of TGM
will grow as O(N 2 ) with the increase of network scale. For
TNM, although the computation cost will rise in higher partition layer, all of them are growing linearly with the increase

Fig. 9.
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Computation cost comparison versus different network scale.

network scale. Then, in Fig. 9(b), the computation cost for routing algorithm is given. The overhead cr for single transmission
time calculation in line 8 of Algorithm 3 is set as the unit. As
we can see, under the same partition layer, the computation cost
of NSR grows slower than other algorithms with the increase of
network scale. This is due to the fact that the network density
is rising with the increase of network scale, then the probability
of different satellite nodes locating at the same netgrid will rise
as well, i.e., Wl and Wl become larger. Since the computation
complexity of TGM based Dijkstra’s SPF and NSR algorithm is
N 2
E
) +W
O(N 2 + E) and O(( W
 ), respectively, there is no doubt
l
l
that the difference between their computation cost will rise with
the increase of network scale. In conclusion, this result verifies
the low complexity of TNM and NSR compared with traditional
methods.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed an efficient and low-complexity
routing scheme for large-scale SSNs. Firstly, we proposed a
novel topology description model named TNM to describe the
time-varying network topology of large-scale SSNs. By using
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discrete netgrids to locate satellite and multi-layer netgrid partition method, TNM can provide time-continuous topology information and alternative description accuracy to support random
traffic transmission requirements. Based on the topology information provided by TNM, we also proposed a netgrid-based
routing algorithm to find the optimal path in large-scale SSNs.
Thanks to the status collected by the beacon protocol, NSR has
the ability to adjust routing path according to the status of neighbor satellites. Compared with traditional routing algorithm, our
analysis showed that the computation complexity can be reN 2
E
) +W
duced from O(N 2 + E) to O(( W
 ). We developed an
l
l
extended simulator called LSNS to evaluate the performance of
NSR in large-scale SSNs. Simulation results showed that the
proposed routing algorithm can approach the optimal routing
performance with lower computation cost.
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